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then rises in As you can see I've added the onchange="verifyNumber(this)" which
will call verifyNumber on change of the text box. When the value of the text box is
changed, the value of TextBox1.Text will raise to whatever number it is equal to.
So if TextBox1.Text = "1" then it will raise to TextBox1.Text = 2, etc. The problem
I'm having is that the if statement never gets hit in the event handler. If I replace
"if (TextBox1.Text == 1){" with "if (TextBox1.Text == "1"){" or similar, it works
as expected. If I look at the code in debug, TextBox1.Text is being set to "1" but
the expression in the if statement is never true. So why doesn't the if get hit? I'm
sure it is something very simple. A: All your other code is fine except you need the
line document.getElementById('textBox1').value = 1; before the alert line so it
will be evaluating correctly in the alert line. You're only changing the value of the
textbox if it is not 1 and there is no alert. You probably meant to move that line
after the alert. Also, the handler would be function verifyNumber(theButton) { //
Will only fire once if (theButton.value=="1") { // Change textbox here } } It
makes more sense this way. As 04aeff104c
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